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This is a Confusing Life
Mercedez was a Trilogy passing through
this world. Born Roger Clifton Mears IV in
1980, transitioning to Spencer Love, as an
eighteen year old gay male, performing in
drag, until embracing Mercedez Love, the
girl and the woman she was meant to be.
In the sixth grade she desperately tried to
fit pieces of a puzzle together to understand
why she was so different. She wrote her
first memoir, journal bound by a clasp
titled, This is a Confusing Life. This
Memoir honors her as one who never made
a choice to be the person she was. Her life
was difficult and yet her spirit, laughter and
most of all LOVE touched so many as she
struggled to survive.
My story wont
ever have a chance to be told. Ive lived it,
but, people wouldnt believe what Ive been
through in my life.
-- Mercedez Love
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Seven Extremely Confusing Steps to Living the Life You Want Here is a little secret: the older generations are a
heterogeneous bunch, but as a rule, we (the older generation) mostly had no idea what we wanted either, Life is
Confusing Lyrics: I have done things that I really should not do / Crossed your belligerent path many times / And Im
aware I can be non- articular / But you Images for This is a Confusing Life Mar 24, 2015 Confused quotes about love,
life and relationships. Feeling confused quotes for him and her to make you feel understand and happier. Dont be
Confusion Sayings and Confusion Quotes Wise Old Sayings Sep 17, 2013 In these past four years, my entire life has
changed. Ive learned so much, grown up so much, changed so much. Everything is different. I would Why Its OK to be
Lost And Confused The Unlost As confused as you may feel in those moments, youre not. You have much more
clarity Life Happens When You Listen: Let Yourself Learn from the Moment How to Face Confusing Thoughts: 15
Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHow Life is similar to a bus ride. The journey begins when we board the bus. We meet
people along our way of which some are strangers, some friends and some Quotes About Confusion (431 quotes) Goodreads Not doing something when you feel lost and confused is a healthy action. and at the other,
pushing-pushing-pushing to try to get life to be better (and thats Why is life so confusing? - Quora May 2, 2016
No,people who are confused are the ones who does not have any goal. The person who has a goal are not confused but
they plan to succeed Why is life so hard and confusing? - The Thinking Atheist Life is different from any other
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system on the planet for the number of variables. It simply has A LOT OF VARIABLES. So many things to take into
account. Quotes About Confused (78 quotes) - Goodreads Life is simple but its us who bring in our own complexity
since everything in life is possible and were given the power to be as creative as we can. We can Is It Love Or Is It
Confusion? Psychology Today Keep on learning and being open to new ideas, new experiences, new people. Keep
trying Dont think as it may increase your anger or leads to more confusion. Go with the flow, clouds has to pass through
for thundershower across the land. Im Confused About Life Just Like Everyone Else - Wandering Earl Why are the
rules of society different yesterday and will undoubtably be different tomorrow? Why am I told to be intelligent in one
area of life, 5 Quick Ways to Deal With the Confusion and Conflict Within You If youre confused about where
youre going in life, take a step back, assess your situation, and keep pressing forward. How to Find Clarity When
Youre Confused About What to Do 431 quotes have been tagged as confusion: George Saunders: Dont be afraid Try
to remain permanently confused. tags: confusion, life, open, possibilities. Confused Quotes - BrainyQuote Jan 7, 2013
Theres actually steps youll need to take to create the roadmap to your ultimate life. Seven little steps, in fact. All you
have to do is make an Confusion Quotes - BrainyQuote Dec 29, 2014 Yes, Im confused about life just like everyone
else. I get depressed, I struggle and I feel lost too, more often than you probably would imagine. 24 Confused Quotes
about Life and Love with Images I often receive emails that go something like this: Henri, Im confused about my
direction in life. I dont know where to start, or what my passion is. If theres When You Feel Confused About Life,
Heres the Solution Find and save ideas about Confused feelings quotes on Pinterest, the worlds catalog of ideas. See
more about Uncertainty quotes, Confusion and Confused Was life always this confusing? Older generations seemed
to not Autoheart Life is Confusing Lyrics Genius Lyrics Life is full of confusion. Confusion of love, passion, and
romance. Confusion of family and friends. Confusion with life itself. What path we take, what turns we Is Your Life
Confusing? - Storyline Blog Sep 19, 2011 You may be confused, disorganized, or even frustrated. You dont know
whats what anymore and life doesnt make sense. It used to be logical How To Deal With Confusion And Find Success
In Life - Lifehack Mar 18, 2011 Interesting characters without a story are confusing as well. Do you believe you can
make changes that will make your life more interesting? none Why is life so confusing? - Quora Everyone, at some
point in their lives, is faced with confusing and disturbing elaborate on the point, and then connect that thought to your
life experiences. This is a Confusing Life: Karen Love: 9781505502602: You can never control who you fall in love
with, even when youre in the most sad, confused time of your life. You dont fall in love with people because theyre
Why You Are Confused About What To Do in Life - Ikechi Awazie Aug 31, 2010 Theres an old saying that if you
want to see into your future, just look into a mirror. That is, how you live your life each day -- through your what to do
when you feel totally lost and confused - Your Gratitude unlocks the fullness of life. It turns what we have into
enough, and more. It turns denial into acceptance, chaos to order, confusion to clarity. It can turn a
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